MITYVAC FLUID EVACUATOR & DISPENCER
At the push of a button, this versatile unit changes
from vacuum to pressure for evacuating or dispensing
fluids. This functionality makes it ideal for draining
tanks or reservoirs then pumping the used fluid back
out for easy disposal. Multiple units work great,
simply evacuate used fluids with one unit, and then
quickly refill with new fluid from a second. For superior mobility, the 07201 utilizes a manual pump, so
compressed air or electricity is not required. Accessories are included for draining engine oil or transmission fluid directly through the dipstick tubes.
-Evacuates or dispenses at the push of a button
-Convenient manual pump operation
-Integrated 8.8 liter capacity reservoir
-Large base with foot stabilizer
-Durable, chemical resistant polyethylene construction
-Automatic overflow prevention
The Fluid Evacuator has an automatic shut
off feature so you can leave the unit unattended, just pump and let it do it‘s thing
Secure and stable with a large base with an
additional retractable foot stabilizer during
pumping prevents ugly messes.
The hand pump produce maximum
efficiency, in most cases all that is required
is 3-5 pumps to completely empty a crank
case
Constructed of tough easy to clean polyethylene, ensures you can evacuate a vessel
quickly clean the reservoir and refill
efficiently

In situations where the capacity is unknown
or unavailable you are able to return the
exact same amount of fluid as you extracted
The quick drain pour spout has a huge
35mm diameter, enabling you to quickly
discard of extracted fluid

Order Online
www.olct.co

Kit Includes
Fluid Evacuator / dispenser
5.7 mm x 1.5 m dipstick tube
6.6 mm x 1.5 m dipstick tube
10 mm x 1.5 m evac tube
Tube adapters
User‘s manual
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